Cable Specialist

From a team highly qualified, technical and commercial, and with proven experience, in 1998 born Sumcab Group.

The experience obtained allowed us produce high quality cables to national and international market.

Our customers show it, put one’s trust in our products, for more than 10 years.

SERVICE
- Customized attention and near to our customers
- Nearness to market through 6 point of sale, nationally
- Tailor made
- Daily deliveries

SUPPORT
- At your disposal, detailed and complete catalogue
- Online technical support by our website
- More than 30 Commercial Technical Advisor

SOLUTIONS
- Advice, Design, Development, and production of special cables
- Minimum of quantity very short and adjusted
- Short delivery times, according actual market requests

We manufacture solutions
Ask for further information at sumcabs@sumcab.com

www.sumcab.com

HEADQUARTERS
C/ Jovellanos 64-72, Nave 5
E-08930 Sant Adrià de Besòs (Barcelona · España)
Tel. (+34) 93 462 70 57 · Fax. (+34) 93 462 79 80
export@sumcab.com
sumcabs@sumcab.com
GENERAL INFORMATION OF RAILWAY’S EUROPEAN STANDARDS

EN 50264

Examples:
- Sumtraffic PF
  - Rolling stock cable, single-core, super thin thickness as per EN50306, operating voltage 300/500V.
- Sumtraffic PFC
  - Rolling stock cable, single-core, shielded, super thin thickness, as per EN50306, operating voltage 300/500V.

We manufacture solutions for Rolling stock.